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We welcome you to our

13th Annual Pasture Treasures Female Sale
Hard to believe it’s that time of year again as we welcome you to our 13th Annual Pasture
Treasures Female Sale. 2020 certainly has been a blur, however at the time I write this there
are so many positives on the horizon, and one can’t help but appreciate where we are headed.
For the most part there appears to be an abundance of feed, and at the market an incredible
upswing in the grass and feeder cattle, along with what has been a really steady slaughter
cow and bull market. Perhaps one thing that has been recognized through all this chaos is
“Food does not just come from a grocery store!” We have never seen so many people stock their
deepfreezes as this year, and perhaps we are beginning to retrace some steps and get back to
our roots and truly appreciate the hard work and dedication of the local farmer to put valuable
wholesome food on your table.
We are extremely excited about this year’s offering. This will be an impactful group of females,
representing a large cross section of genetics. There are a handful of guest consigned heifers
and I promise each program has dug in deep to have the best representatives at the sale. Once
again the heifers will come to you with no added frills, just straight good, with lots of time to get
adapted to their new homes prior to winter and being heavy in calf.
Our own heifers have been on a full herd health program, and we are also a part of the
Verified Beef Program. We recognize the importance of transparency in the market place and
assuring the consumer the utmost thought and care goes into food production. It is our jobs as
producers to ensure we are good stewards to both the livestock and the land.
All heifers have been preg tested and palpated for breeding soundness prior to the sale. You
can buy these females with confidence as they are ready to go to work for you.
We are super proud of how our genetics have worked in a variety of places, and are very
serious about not only bringing you cattle we would be happy to display in our own program,
but expect them to work in yours as well.
There have been many questions as to how this year’s event will look. Well simply this
is the business we are in and the show must go on. At this point we are planning on this
year’s event to look exactly like it has in the past. Certainly we cannot judge the moving
target so keep an eye out for any unforeseen updates closer to the sale. (Please keep
current on Anchor D Facebook page regarding supper details.) If you are unable to attend
this year’s sale you are certainly welcome to view the offering prior to the sale, and we
have a very capable group of staff to help with selections. We will also have the sale up on
Facebook live so if you can’t make it please be prepared to be on the phone in advance.
Plan to join us Friday October 9; sale time is 6:00 pm. See you there.

SALE DAY PHONE
Please contact any of our Sale “Staff” or “Consignors”
Dan ........................ (403) 783-1217
Karen .................. (403) 704-4474
Mackenzie .............(403) 704-9981
Garren ................. (403) 704-5784

“Anchor D Ranch Striving For Excellence In Livestock Production.”
View catalogue with
ONLINE VIDEOS at
2
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www.anchordranch.com
Guest Consignors
Parkhill Ranches

Calgary, AB
Les Duncan (403) 256-6160

Stout Brothers Simmentals

Bluffton, AB
Cameron Stout (403) 963-1034
Mackenzie Stout (403) 913-9453

Beechinor Land & Livestock

Bentley, AB
Stefon & Rebecca Beechinor
(403) 597-4001

Gary Waldron

Rimbey, AB
(403) 350-1961

Sales Staff

Don Raffan (Auctioneer) ...(250) 558-6789
Dean Edge .......................... (403) 704-0280
Joe Farris.............................. (250) 558-8745
Roger Peters ...................... (403) 828-9815

Scott Bohrson.................... (403) 370-3010
Darryl Snider ..................... (780) 385 5561
Taylor Richards ................. (306) 821-4169
Pour informations en francais
Bilingual Agent:
Marc Boisvert..................... (819) 395-5502

Hotel Accomations

Canalta Motel, Rimbey, AB
(Sale Headquarters).........1-877-843-3808
Best Western Brimstone Ridge Hotel
Rimbey, AB .........................1-877-843-2999

www.anchordranch.com
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FULL FLECKVIEH

ANCHOR D

		
SIBELLE DIRTY HARRY 25Z
		
FGAF
FRENCH ATTACK 010C
		
VIRGINIAS JANE WEST
		
		
BAR 5 SA HARRACH 801P
		
ANCHOR
D PEACH 265U
		
BAR 5 SA J-PEACH 410R
		

BW
WW

89 lbs
730 lbs

		
PROSTOCK HUGO 7052T
		
FGAF
BARBOSSA 707X
		
FGAF BARBARELLA 839L
		
		
BLACK GOLD EPIC 14Z
		
ANCHOR D ESABELLE 290E
		
ANCHOR D ISABELL 292A
		

71 lbs
705 lbs

VIRGINIA WALKER 97W
SIBELLE GOLDA
CHAMPS ROMANO
VIRGINIA’S MS WEST PATTY
BAR 5 SA OPTIMAL 447L
BAR 5 SA LADY SISKA 409M
NEELSMA HORRIS
RU-DEV JULIA

This year’s lot #1 is something a little extra special. She will be the only
“French Attack” daughter on offer this year, as he once again ran very
heavy to bull calves and they are limited in our own herd. Not only that
“Peachie” will be the lone heifer to carry the service of “Barbossa”
in this year’s sale. He has been such a mainstay in our program, and
hard as it may be to believe we have a very limited amount of semen
on him. We have a full sister to “Peachie” in our own herd, who is
fabulous, and that is honestly how she came to be the chosen one to
be in the sale. This has been a super productive cow family for us and
the combination of “French Attack & Barbossa” has been super good.
A great opportunity to start off the 2020 sale.
AI’d to FGAF Barbossa 707X –P725835- April 12, 2020. Exposed to Anchor
D Sorcerer 8B -1120826- May 5 to May 27. Ultra sound safe to AI, due
January 22, 2021.
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BW
WW

PEACHIE 614G

ZDS 614G CA-1287837 24/1/2019

FULL FLECKVIEH

ANCHOR D

GAIL 451G

ZDS 451G CA-1287790 18/1/2019
HERMANUS
DOUBLE BAR D FLASHY 172R
ANCHOR “T” LEGEND 7H
RAJ MS ARNIE 46F
ALLM COLOSSAL 25U
CROSSROAD WHISPER 930W
VIRGINIA MAXIMUS
ANCHOR D TANNA 74T

I have maintained for years when picking sale cattle if they don’t hurt a
bit when you put them in the sale you haven’t dug deep enough. There
is more than a little hurt adding “Gail” into the mix. There are only 3
“Barbossa” daughters being retained this year, two of which belong
to the kids, so yes this is a deep cut. These very well could be the last
“Barbossa” daughters ever sold so we felt it was only right to offer one
of his very best. “Gail” stems from a powerful cow family, and if you
follow this cow family back it reads like the who’s who of our herd, 6
generations of Anchor D cows, going back to “Dorothy Jane & Desiree”
two of our foundation females. If there is only one female on your radar
this fall…you’ll figure it out.
Exposed to FGAF Radioactive 030E –P1204413- March 27 to May 19.
Observed bred March 28, ultra sound safe due January 7, 2021. (Exposed
to Anchor D Sorcerer 8B -1120826- May 19 to May 27.)
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PROSTOCK HUGO 7052T
		

FULL FLECKVIEH

ANCHOR D

ELLA 542G

ZDS 542G CA-1287756 14/1/2019

HERMANUS
DOUBLE BAR D FLASHY 172R
ANCHOR “T” LEGEND 7H
FGAF BARBARELLA 839L
		
RAJ MS ARNIE 46F
		
BAR 5 SA STRIDE 413P
ANCHOR D ENTOURAGE 235X
		
ANCHOR D TIA 235T
ANCHOR
D
ELLA
586E
		
DOUBLE BAR D WHISTLER 168
NORWOOD UNSTOPPABLE FF 16
		
NORWOOD RACHEL FF 9R

FGAF
BARBOSSA 707X
		

BW
WW

78 lbs
680 lbs

“Ella” is from a really nice first calving female from a great old cow we
purchased from the Norwood’s. She may be a bit overpowered by some
of her stall mates sale day, but trust me these “Barbossa” females are
worth their weight in gold. They have been secret weapons for us for
years, super fertile, and productive, and always out produce themselves.
They have flawless udders, and are females you can throw power at as
they will moderate birth weights in the process. Don’t get caught flat
footed sale day when “Ella” comes in this will be a super brood cow.
Exposed to FGAF Radioactive –P1204413- March 27 to May 19. Observed
bred March 28, ultra sound safe, due January 7, 2021. (Exposed to
Anchor D Sorcerer 8B -1120826- May 19 to May 27.)

2020 Female sale
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Semen Exclusive

POLLED FULL FLECKVIEH

FGAF RADIOACTIVE

030E

FGAF 030E CA-P1204413 15/1/2017

		
FGAF SELDOM 835L
		

OVERHALL HIVY
RAJ MS ARNOLD 21F
ANCHOR “T” LEGEND 7H
NOSSATERRA REAL WISH 69U
		
GIBBY’S RORY 25R
		
DOUBLE BAR D EVEREST 103U
DOUBLE BAR D SPITFIRE 20X
		
VIRGINIA MS TREASURE 4T
STARWEST
ANGEL
		
DOUBLE BAR D ADONIS 603N
DOUBLE BAR D BARBL 506W
		
MRLN BARBL

FGAF
GUERRERO 810Y
		

BW
WW

85 lbs
840 lbs

We had always planed on having a semen lot for “Radioactive” in this
years sale, but certainly didn’t anticipate he wouldn’t be with us come
sale time. We unfortunately lost him this year to a breeding injury which
he was unable to recover from. (That is the reason you will see some
late exposures in his group.) He was a tremendous breeding bull with
only four of his 36 heifers not settling on first service in his group, and
was an absolute gentleman to work with. Although we didn’t have any
sons of his in our own bull sale this year, a couple of his sons that sold
this spring via heifers carrying his service through our sale went on to
be high sellers in their respective sales. We are extremely pleased with
the development of his calves. They possess great muscle shape, ease
of fleshing, his daughters have great udders, and they have his same
super disposition. He was used exclusively his first year in the heifer
pen, but also was used on cows last year. When used on power cows,
his calves are another level. The fact that he is Polled was just an added
bonus when we chose to add him to our bull battery. This semen is very
exclusive, and will no doubt add value for whoever purchases it. This
will be the only semen marketed for the 2021 breeding season. We will
offer 2 packages of 5 straws, with an additional 5 straws available to the
purchaser at a $50/ straw discount from purchase price. Semen is world
wide exportable and stored at Alta Genetics.
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FULL FLECKVIEH

ANCHOR D GALLIS

		
FGAF GUERRERO 810Y
		

FGAF
RADIOACTIVE 030E
		

STARWEST ANGEL
		
		
ANCHOR D ENTOURAGE 235X
		
ANCHOR
D GUCCI 149D
		
ANCHOR D SUZIE Q 206S
		

BW
WW

82 lbs
695 lbs

FULL FLECKVIEH

ANCHOR D ELEXIS

4

Pasture

Treasures

563G

ZDS 563G CA-1287787 17/1/2019

		
FGAF GUERRERO 810Y
		
FGAF
RADIOACTIVE 030E
		
STARWEST ANGEL
		
		
BLACK GOLD MOOMBA 22B
		
ANCHOR D ELEXIS 279E
		
ANCHOR D LEXI 4Y
		

82 lbs
685 lbs

FGAF SELDOM 835L
NOSSATERRA REAL WISH 69U
DOUBLE BAR D SPITFIRE 20X
DOUBLE BAR D BARBL 506W
BAR 5 SA STRIDE 413P
ANCHOR D TIA 235T
RICHMOND REGIS
MISS ARNOLD G5751

“Gallis” is one of the heifers that just grows on me a little more every
day. I always find it interesting once we start clipping and picturing how
some of the cattle you never really noticed just start to surface when you
spend more time with them, this is very much one of those females. She
is extremely structurally correct, with very impressive length of spine a
picture perfect udder and a loveable disposition. She has rich heritage
on the bottom side of her pedigree and will unquestionably be a great
brood cow. I am very excited to see this combination of “Radioactive x
Precision” go to work I have a feeling great things are going to happen.
Exposed to Virginia Precision 16C -1135400- March 27 to May 27.
Observed bred April 3, ultra sound safe, due January 13, 2021.
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BW
WW

562G

ZDS 562G CA-1287786 17/1/2019

FGAF SELDOM 835L
NOSSATERRA REAL WISH 69U
DOUBLE BAR D SPITFIRE 20X
DOUBLE BAR D BARBL 506W
SOUTHSEVEN MR ADONIS 96Z
SALMON ARM ALPEN 2ND
ANCHOR “T” LEGEND 7H
DORA LEE ELEXIS

“Elexis” has been a favorite of mine all along. She is a heifer you have
to admire the blend of her pedigree, which is not only very good, but
very marketable on paper alone. “Elexis” is very well balanced and has
excellent eye appeal. The “Moomba” daughters we have in production
are tremendous, I can’t say enough good about them, and the dam of
“Elexis” has one of our stand out “Aegon” bull calves this year who
just so happens to be polled. He will no doubt be a feature next spring.
This is a solid female that will work with a huge range of bulls, perhaps
as easy of female in the sale to mate any way you want to and just reap
huge rewards. Mark her high on your shopping list.
Exposed to Anchor D Sorcerer 8B -1120826- March 27 to May 27.
Observed bred April 8, ultra sound safe, due January 18, 2021.
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FULL FLECKVIEH

ANCHOR D MACS GEMMA

		
FGAF GUERRERO 810Y
		

FGAF
RADIOACTIVE 030E
		

STARWEST ANGEL
		
		
BLACK GOLD EPIC 14Z
		
ANCHOR
D MACS LOLLI 168D
		
MACKENZIE’S COTTON 367Z
		

BW
WW

68 lbs
650 lbs

FULL FLECKVIEH

ANCHOR D MACS PEARL

FULL FLECKVIEH

ANCHOR D GRACELYN

		
FGAF GUERRERO 810Y
		
FGAF
RADIOACTIVE 030E
		
STARWEST ANGEL
		
		
KLR BREWSTER 71B
		
KLR
EMILY 29D
		
WNLP WINNIE 17W
		

88 lbs
710 lbs

FGAF SELDOM 835L
NOSSATERRA REAL WISH 69U
DOUBLE BAR D SPITFIRE 20X
DOUBLE BAR D BARBL 506W
SOUTHSEVEN MR ADONIS 96Z
SALMON ARM ALPEN 2ND
SOUTH SEVEN RAZZMATAZZ 7R
ANCHOR D CHER 100S

“Pearl” is a super solid, dark, heavy pigmented heifer with tons of
hair. You will notice with these “Radioactive” daughters, even though
he himself doesn’t have an abundance of hair he certainly gives you
beautiful thick hair coats. “Pearl” comes from another first calving
“Moomba” daughter of Mackenzie’s, going back to her National YCSA
Champion cow “Kate”. This is a beautiful young cow with an incredibly
bright future and has a wicked good bull calf at side this year. This will
be a great purchase for dollars invested that will have potential to earn
you big rewards.
Exposed to Anchor D Sorcerer 8B -1120826- March 27 to May 2.
Observed bred April 11, ultra sound safe, due January 21, 2021.
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BW
WW

439G

MACS 439G CA-1287829 23/1/2019

		
FGAF GUERRERO 810Y
		
FGAF
RADIOACTIVE 030E
		
STARWEST ANGEL
		
		
BLACK GOLD MOOMBA 22B
		
ANCHOR D MACS MARILYN 500E
		
ANCHOR D KATE 153Y
		

76 lbs
735 lbs

FGAF SELDOM 835L
NOSSATERRA REAL WISH 69U
DOUBLE BAR D SPITFIRE 20X
DOUBLE BAR D BARBL 506W
ALLM COLOSSAL 25U
CROSSROAD WHISPER 930W
FGAF BARBOSSA 707X
ANCHOR D CANDY 122W

Mackenzie has several heifers in this year’s offering, and I personally
feel “Gemma” is one of her best. You have to admire the natural
thickness and shape of this heifer, she is a beauty. “Gemma” comes from
one of Mackenzie’s top cow families, and incidentally when we offered
the pick of the herd to flush in last years “New Years Resolution Sale”
it was a full sister to her Grandmother “Kisses” that was selected by
Mark Land & Cattle. “Gemma” is a heifer with not just a great pedigree,
but has all the tools to be a dandy, and I feel the mating to “Precision”
will be extremely complimentary.
Exposed to Virginia Precision 16C -1135400- March 27 to May 27.
Observed bred April 22, ultra sound safe, due February 1, 2021.
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BW
WW

437G

MACS 437G CA-1287814 21/1/2019

635G

ZDS 635G CA-1287871 26/1/2019
FGAF SELDOM 835L
NOSSATERRA REAL WISH 69U
DOUBLE BAR D SPITFIRE 20X
DOUBLE BAR D BARBL 506W
IVR-DDD BARON R104
KLR MISS TUSU
JNR’S ATLAS
RRV NATALIE

This is a heifer that will possess a little different twist in pedigree to
many in the sale. She comes from a first calving heifer we purchased
as a calf from Cameo Farms, where she was the high selling calf in that
respective sale. This is a very eye appealing young female that should
moderate birth weight, yet still provide ample growth, great pedigree,
and stamp them dark red and heavily pigmented in the process. She will
be super easy fleshing, with added thickness. Now let’s add one more
extremely cool element. This is a heifer that was slated from early on
to be in the sale pen. Please note the service to “Reputation” the $165K
bull from Mark Land & Cattle that sold to Black Gold & Canadian Sires
this spring. We acquired one of the semen packages available on him
this spring, and this just seemed like a really nice cross.
AI’d to SBV Reputation 707F –P1276333- April 14, 2020. Exposed to
Anchor D Sorcerer 8B -1120826- May 5 to May 27. Ultra sound safe to
AI, due January 24, 2021.

2020 Female sale
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10

POLLED FULL FLECKVIEH

ANCHOR D ELAINA

		
FGAF GUERRERO 810Y
		
FGAF
RADIOACTIVE 030E
		
STARWEST ANGEL
		
		
STARWEST POL BLUEPRINT
		
ANCHOR
D ELAINA 266E
		
ANCHOR D UNIQUE 19U
		

BW
WW

76 lbs
625 lbs

FGAF SELDOM 835L
NOSSATERRA REAL WISH 69U
DOUBLE BAR D SPITFIRE 20X
DOUBLE BAR D BARBL 506W
ANCHOR “T” RUSTY 59G
PHS HOMOZYGOUS XCEPTIONAL
ANCHOR D MONTANA 94M
ANCHOR D CHER 100S

Meet little Miss Personality. As I mentioned in the write up on
“Radioactive” his offspring tend to have incredible dispositions, but
“Elaina” takes that to a whole new level. She just decided she loves
people, and was honestly one of the hardest heifers to picture, because
we literally had to try and move her into position for photos. She is
loaded with thickness, has tremendous hair, a great cow family behind
her and is smooth polled to boot. One of the comments we commonly
hear is we tend to give up too much thickness to make them polled.
Certainly not the case here. As a bonus she is one of three sale heifers
mated to “Reputation”. Just imagine if you spank out a Homo polled
calf possessing this kind of muscle shape. Yep fill in the numbers on
the blank cheque.
AI’d to SBV Reputation 707F –P1276333- April 7, 2020. Exposed to Anchor
D Sorcerer 8B -1120826- May 5 to May 27. Ultra sound safe to AI, due
January 17, 2021.
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FULL FLECKVIEH

ANCHOR D GLORIA

95 lbs
780 lbs

160G

ZDS 160G CA-1287690 7/1/2019

		
ALLM COLOSSAL 25U
		
BLACK
GOLD EPIC 14Z
		
CROSSROAD WHISPER 930W
		
		
FGAF BARBOSSA 707X
		
ANCHOR
D AVA 41A
		
ANCHOR D ZENITH 250Z
		

BW
WW

669G

ZDS 669G CA-P1287983 24/2/2019

BBBG WRANGLER 3S
FGAF ADRIA 126P
MF MR. EVAN 14P
CROSSROAD PANDITA 308P
PROSTOCK HUGO 7052T
FGAF BARBARELLA 839L
SOUTH SEVEN RAZZMATAZZ 7R
ANCHOR D CHER 100S

This will be a feature heifer in my mind without question. Not perhaps
the first one you will gravitate to, but trust me this is as good of female
as we will offer. The “Epic” cows have been as good of producers
for us as we have, and it’s hard to believe the old boy will be going to
work this spring to service his 8th calf crop. “Gloria’s” dam is a direct
“Barbossa” who just so happens to come from a “Razzmatazz x Cher”
cow. Many of you maybe haven’t heard me brag about “Cher” as we
typically refer to her as “100S” or the “Miss Arnold” cow family, but this
14 year old cow, who has taken up residence in our donor pen has built
as strong of cow family here as we own. This spring this cow family had
10 sons, grandsons or great grandsons in the bull sale. To say they are
productive is an understatement. If you want to start a new cow family
in your own program that you can build a foundation around, “Gloria”
could be your ticket.
Exposed to Virginia Precision 16C -1135400- March 27 to May 27.
Observed bred April 10, ultra sound safe, due January 20, 2021.
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FULL FLECKVIEH

ANCHOR D GOCELYN

		
ALLM COLOSSAL 25U
		

314G

ZDS 314G CA-1280045 4/1/2019

BBBG WRANGLER 3S
FGAF ADRIA 126P
MF MR. EVAN 14P
CROSSROAD WHISPER 930W
		
CROSSROAD PANDITA 308P
		
DOUBLE BARD MAKE M PLLED
DOUBLE BAR D MAESTRO 100S
		
DOUBLE BAR D JOCELINE
ANCHOR
D
JOCELYN
260Y
		
MFL UNIVERSE 28U
JERICO’S DOROTHY JANE 1D
		
MS DD&E STAR GAZER 21B

BLACK
GOLD EPIC 14Z
		

BW
WW

6

Pasture

Treasures

95 lbs
800 lbs

When we sorted sale heifers, Karen’s exact comment to me on this heifer
were “I can’t believe you are selling 260’s daughter”. Well frankly that’s
what it takes to make it special, pulling some from the top. “Gocelyn” is a
direct granddaughter of “Dorothy Jane”, the cow that has had as much
influence on our herd as any. This is a big powerful heifer that has the
look of being able to produce herd bulls. I also really like the service of
“Radioactive” on her, I just expect good things from this whole package.
Not big fancy footnotes on her, I will let her do the talking for herself.
Exposed to FGAF Radioactive 030E –P1204413- March 27 to May
19. Observed bred March 27, ultra sound safe, due January 6, 2021.
(Exposed to Anchor D Sorcerer 8B -1120826- May 19 to May 27)
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FULL FLECKVIEH

ANCHOR D GRETA

		
ALLM COLOSSAL 25U
		
BLACK
GOLD EPIC 14Z
		
CROSSROAD WHISPER 930W
		
		
BAR 5 SA EVAN 440L
		
ANCHOR
D NEON 146U
		
ANCHOR D HERA 105K
		

BW
WW

100 lbs
715 lbs

FULL FLECKVIEH

ANCHOR D GAMBINI

FULL FLECKVIEH

ANCHOR D GARREN’S

DISNEY 622G

ADR 622G CA-1287830 23/1/2019

		
SIEGFRIED
		
ABR
SIR ARNOLDS IMAGE
		
ABR SHINAGH VIOLET
		
		
BLACK GOLD MOOMBA 22B
		
GARREN’S
RUBY 424E
		
ANCHOR D ABBY 398B
		

79 lbs
695 lbs

BBBG WRANGLER 3S
FGAF ADRIA 126P
MF MR. EVAN 14P
CROSSROAD PANDITA 308P
CHAMPS ROMANO
VIRGINIA MS REBECCA
RICHMOND REGIS
ANCHOR D TIA 235T

On paper “Gambini” is bred to be a herd bull building machine. In person
she fits the profile. This is a heifer I have great expectations for. I feel
she will be as productive as you will find, able to deliver the goods
time and time again. This year we dipped back in the tank and brought
“Maximus” out of retirement. Certainly a bull I would rank among the
top 5 to ever grace our pastures, raising some of the most consistent
calves we have ever produced. His daughters were super productive,
extremely fertile with great feet, dark red thick coats, and large testicles
on his bulls that were very early maturing. “Epic x Maximus” was a
nice combination which we would have certainly seen a lot more of if
it wasn’t for his untimely loss. I honestly think “Gambini” is a female
that will have a super large list of sires she can work with, and I think
the mating to “Sorcerer” will result in one of his top calves. Put a big
check mark by her.
Exposed to Anchor D Sorcerer 8B -1120826- March 27 to May 27.
Observed bred March 29, ultra sound safe, due January 8, 2021.
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BW
WW

651G

ZDS 651G CA-1287943 6/2/2019

		
ALLM COLOSSAL 25U
		
BLACK
GOLD EPIC 14Z
		
CROSSROAD WHISPER 930W
		
		
VIRGINIA MAXIMUS
		
ANCHOR D BECKY 82B
		
ANCHOR D MARIE 158W
		

105 lbs
785 lbs

BBBG WRANGLER 3S
FGAF ADRIA 126P
MF MR. EVAN 14P
CROSSROAD PANDITA 308P
SALERIKA EVAN
AI-AI SISKA
SOLWAY ADONIS
DEMBY HERLINDE 154X

“Greta” would be one of the heifers I would classify as a sale sleeper.
Her dam “Neon” is no stranger to putting good ones in the pen. She is the
dam of “Blair” who was our high seller in her year selling to Beechinor
Bros. Her lone daughter in our herd “Zeon” is one of our best, and is the
grand dam of “Gibraltar” our second high selling bull this spring going
to DJ Farms in Ontario, not to mention numerous other bulls who have
found their way into some of the top commercial herds around. This
is a very honest heifer that won’t possess any extra bells or whistles,
but will just deliver the straight goods. Trust me in knowing she will be
a very good investment.
Exposed to FGAF Radioactive 030E –P1204413- March 27 to May 19.
Observed bred April 17, ultra sound safe due January 27, 2021. (Exposed
to Anchor D Sorcerer 8B -1120826- May 19 to May 27)
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BW
WW

52G

ZDS 52G CA-1287892 30/1/2019

SULTAN
BIENE
SEPPERL
VERA
SOUTHSEVEN MR ADONIS 96Z
SALMON ARM ALPEN 2ND
ANCHOR D MR GIBBS 20Z
BLCC MISS PORSCHE 47Y

I’m a firm believer in you can never go wrong with an “Arnold’s Image”
cow. Far too often we look at these calving bulls as that, simply a calving
bull. Certainly not the case with the sire of “Disney” as he has produced
some great cows in his time. Two that have made a huge impact on our
herd alone are “Patricia & 21J”. “Disney” is the lone heifer in this year’s
sale that is halter broke as she was from one of Garren’s 4-H cows and
was shown with her dam as a baby. This will be an outstanding cow in
her time. I dare say that she would have been a female Garren likely
would have retained for himself but with growing numbers he has to
draw the line, and I give both the kids credit understanding you have
to put good ones in the sale.
Exposed to Anchor D Sorcerer 8B -1120826- March 27 to May 27.
Observed bred April 4, ultra sound safe, due January 14, 2021.

2020 Female sale
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16

FULL FLECKVIEH

ANCHOR D GENOIA

		
BAR 5 SA STRIDE 413P
		
ANCHOR
D MR GIBBS 20Z
		
ANCHOR D TYRA 20T
		
		
KLONDIKE GOLD RUSH 418B
		
ANCHOR D UTAH 228Y
		
ANCHOR D EMILY 87J
		

BW
WW

86 lbs
840 lbs

POLLED FULL FLECKVIEH

ANCHOR D TEMPTATION

		
BAR 5 SA STRIDE 413P
		
ANCHOR
D MR GIBBS 20Z
		
ANCHOR D TYRA 20T
		

609G

ZDS 609G CA-P1287823 22/1/2019

		
BAR 5 SA KAPTAIN 427R
		
PHS
POLLED TEMPTATION 13T
		
DOUBLE BAR D RUDY 11R
		

89 lbs
695 lbs

DORSIM MASSIE
TOVERBERG ERIKA
SOUTH SEVEN RAZZMATAZZ 7R
ANCHOR D NUTMEG 3N
BEL C&B WESTERN 2ND
SIM-ROC GWEN
GREAT GUNS HOSEA 48F
MS PRL EMMA 101E

“Genoia” is a heifer I really struggled with putting in the sale. This
heifer will be an absolute rock star. Her mother is a no miss cow, who
has over a $10,000 average on her sons to date. I had really considered
retaining her for ourselves as we don’t have a daughter from her in
our own herd. She is bred a bit later as I missed her on the AI date to
“Barbossa”, however the resulting “Precision” calf will be phenomenal.
For dollars invested “Genoia” has the potential to return some of the
biggest dividends. Be sure to find her sale day, certainly worth a look.
Exposed to Virginia Precision 16C -1135400- May 5 to May 27. Observed
bred May 14, ultra sound safe, due February 23, 2021.
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BW
WW

104G

ZDS 104G CA-1279926 1/1/2019

DORSIM MASSIE
TOVERBERG ERIKA
SOUTH SEVEN RAZZMATAZZ 7R
ANCHOR D NUTMEG 3N
KYKSO KALGER
RU-DEV JODY
DOUBLE BAR D RUDY 800L
DOUBLE BAR D FERN 19N

“Temptation” is a full sister to our high seller a few years ago “Dharma”
who has quickly moved into the donor pen at Double Bar D Farms, SK.
This was the final calf for “Temptation’s” dam, and even though she
slowed down and this heifer did things mostly on her own, she still
has all the potential to be a powerful and productive female. She truly
is a diamond in the rough and has huge potential. She was one of the
final heifers with “Radioactive” right when he got injured. She did not
stick to him so she will be the only heifer in this year’s offering bred to
Stone, a junior herd bull we purchased this spring from Kindred Spirit.
A whole new twist here.
Exposed to Kindred Spirit Stone 30G –P1301263- May 5 to May 27.
Observed bred May 16, ultra sound safe, due February 25, 2021.
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FULL FLECKVIEH

ANCHOR D GWENDOLYN

640G

ZDS 640G CA-1287883 28/1/2019

		
BAR 5 SA STRIDE 413P
		
ANCHOR
D MR GIBBS 20Z
		
ANCHOR D TYRA 20T
		
		
VIRGINIA MAXIMUS
		
ANCHOR D DEANNA 203D
		
ANCHOR D BETTANNA 318A
		

DORSIM MASSIE
TOVERBERG ERIKA
SOUTH SEVEN RAZZMATAZZ 7R
ANCHOR D NUTMEG 3N
CHAMPS ROMANO
VIRGINIA MS REBECCA
FGAF BARBOSSA 707X
ANCHOR D BETTINA 336Y

“Gwendolyn” is another heifer I am personally a huge fan of. A great
pedigree and a great cow family, and this heifer has the look for sure.
This is the same cow family that produced “Shazam” who now resides
at Starwest Farms. He has a pen of bull calves that will no doubt be
very much in demand this spring in our sale. I love the broodiness
and angularity of this female, and if you have seen these “Mr. Gibbs”
daughters in production, you realize how good they truly are. A sale
feature here.
Exposed to Virginia Precision 16C -1135400- March 27 to May 27.
Observed bred April 4, ultra sound safe, due January 14, 2021.
BW
WW

8

Pasture

Treasures

98 lbs
720 lbs
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FULL FLECKVIEH

ANCHOR D GARREN’S CARINA

		
BAR 5 SA STRIDE 413P
		

ANCHOR
D MR GIBBS 20Z
		

ANCHOR D TYRA 20T
		
		
VIRGINIA WALKER 97W
		
SIBELLE
PEACH 32Y
		
SIBELLE POL ROSE-ANNE
		

BW
WW

84 lbs
665 lbs

DORSIM MASSIE
TOVERBERG ERIKA
SOUTH SEVEN RAZZMATAZZ 7R
ANCHOR D NUTMEG 3N
CHAMPS ROMANO
VIRGINIA MS. NECKLACE 97N
SIBELLE POL MATRIX
SIBELLE ROSINE

This will be one of four lots Garren has in this years sale. “Carina” is a
full sister to “Jasmine” one of Garren’s show cows who happened to
produce his high selling heifer in last year’s sale, as well as a full sister
that also sold in last year’s sale for $11,000 selling to Beechinor Bros.
This is the fifth time Garren has mated “Peach” the dam of “Carina” to
“Mr. Gibbs” with tremendous results. Absolutely no guess work here,
this is a fabulous opportunity to share a part of his program. Please note
she is bred back to “Precision” which just so happens to be the exact
same pedigree as his high seller last year, added bonus.
Exposed to Virginia Precision 16C -1135400- March 27 to May 27.
Observed bred March 27, ultra sound safe, due January 6, 2021.
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Semen Exclusive

627G

ADR 627G CA-1287968 17/2/2019

ANCHOR D MR

		
DORSIM MASSIE
		
BAR
5 SA STRIDE 413P
		
TOVERBERG ERIKA
		

FULL FLECKVIEH

GIBBS 20Z

ADR 20Z CA-770342 7/1/2012

LEEUPOORT GARY KIRSTEN
DORSIM MARIE
KYKSO KALGER
TOVERBERG ELSA
		
DOUBLE BAR D BUSTER 801L
SOUTH SEVEN RAZZMATAZZ 7R
		
SOUTH SEVEN FLECK 16F
ANCHOR
D
TYRA
20T
		
RICHMOND REGIS
ANCHOR D NUTMEG 3N
		
ANCHOR D JAVA 31M

BW
WW

114 lbs
1015 lbs

I have to admit I originally wasn’t planning on selling any “Mr. Gibbs”
semen, but there were a few people who had been asking why we
haven’t sold any, so here it is. This will likely be a onetime offering as
we actually don’t have a very big semen inventory on him. “Mr. Gibbs”
is no spring chicken anymore himself, but has been a mainstay in our
program for sure. His sons averaged an impressive $11,435 this spring
and were very much in demand. He produces power and performance,
great length of spine, depth of body, superb udder attachment, great
feet, adds hair, and the dispositions on his calves are tremendous.
“Mr. Gibbs” was Garren’s original Cleaver calf in 4-H and comes from
his top producing cow family. We will offer 2 lots of 5 doses, with the
purchaser having the opportunity to buy an additional 5 straws at a
$50 per straw discount from the original price. Semen is stored at Alta
Genetics, Canadian qualified only.
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POLLED FULL FLECKVIEH

ANCHOR D GARREN’S KAA

		
HEMR SAMURAI 7S
		
ANCHOR
D IMAX 250Y
		
DORA LEE ELEXIS
		
		
DOUBLE BAR D INTUITION
		
ANCHOR D GARREN’S ELISHA 555E
		
ANCHOR D ZINOMA 357Z
		

BW
WW

82 lbs
680 lbs

522G

ADR 522G CA-P1287738 12/1/2019
ANCHOR “T” IKON 1H
JB CDN KANANASKIS 4019
DORA LEE JAKE
DORA LEE ELECTRA
MFI JEREMIAH 9022
MFI FRIEDA 3077
BAR 5 SA STRIDE 413P
ANCHOR D SINOMA 69S

“Kaa” is a heifer that is backed by superb cow power. Not that we
have many “Imax” daughters producing in our own herd, but he is a
bull that will certainly improve udder quality, add thickness, moderate
birth weights, and add ease of fleshing ability, all this with the possibility
of inheriting the polled gene. This cow family has limitless power while
also moderating birth weights. I suspect “Kaa” will develop into a
fairly easy keeping female that you will be able to mate with as much
raw power as you want and she will tone down the birth weight but
not the performance. Did I mention she was polled? A pretty exciting
combination here.
Exposed to Virginia Precision 16C –1135400- March 27 to May 27.
Observed bred April 29, ultra sound safe, due February 8, 2021.

2020 Female sale
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FULL FLECKVIEH

ANCHOR D GENITA

		
BAR 5 SA STRIDE 413P
		
ANCHOR
D ENTOURAGE 235X
		
ANCHOR D TIA 235T
		
		
R-FIVE MALTESE
		
ANCHOR
D BENITA 372B
		
ANCHOR D SAPHIRE 111S
		

BW
WW

77 lbs
620 lbs

FULL FLECKVIEH

ANCHOR D GARREN’S

10

Pasture

Treasures

FULL FLECKVIEH

ANCHOR D GRACE

		
BAR 5 SA STRIDE 413P
		
ANCHOR
D ENTOURAGE 235X
		
ANCHOR D TIA 235T
		
		
FGAF WINDSURFER 820Y
		
ANCHOR D BRONWYN 78B
		
ANCHOR D FIESTA 302Y
		

105 lbs
785 lbs

DORSIM MASSIE
TOVERBERG ERIKA
SOUTH SEVEN RAZZMATAZZ 7R
MS PRL EDELSTEIN 102E
ALLM COLOSSAL 25U
CROSSROAD WHISPER 930W
SOUTH SEVEN RAZZMATAZZ 7R
ANCHOR D NUTMEG 3N

“Maria” is a personal favorite of mine of Garren’s heifers. She comes
from his top cow family, being a granddaughter of “Tyra”, the dam of
“Mr. Gibbs”. This is an extremely long bodied smooth built heifer with
lots of eye appeal and style. She will be a female that will work with a
huge selection of bulls, making your job just that much easier with sire
selection. Without a doubt in my mind she will be a herd bull producer.
The breeding to “Precision” will be great. This is a mating I would likely
do again if she was a cow staying here. I expect something extra special
from this resulting calf.
Exposed to Virginia Precision 16C -1135400- March 27 to May 27.
Observed bred March 31, ultra sound safe, due January 10, 2021.
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BW
WW

MARIA 426G

ADR 426G CA-1280040 2/1/2019

		
BAR 5 SA STRIDE 413P
		
ANCHOR
D ENTOURAGE 235X
		
ANCHOR D TIA 235T
		
		
BLACK GOLD EPIC 14Z
		
ANCHOR
D BRANDY 401B
		
ANCHOR D TYRA 20T
		

84 lbs
755 lbs

DORSIM MASSIE
TOVERBERG ERIKA
SOUTH SEVEN RAZZMATAZZ 7R
MS PRL EDELSTEIN 102E
GIDSCO APPOLLO 3F
FGAF SHE’S ALL THAT 724K
SHAWACRES JAHARI 50L
ANCHOR D HEBE 108K

It seems only right to follow up the “Mr. Gibbs” group with “Entourage”.
These two great herd bulls were ¾ brothers that we used for several
years, and both did a tremendous job for us. “Genita” comes from the
Saphire cow family, and she has honestly been the go to cow filling
“Dorothy Janes” void. “Genita” is a moderate framed female who
was orphaned early on grass, but fended pretty well for herself. You
may remember a couple direct “Saphire” daughters from a few years
ago that Skywest Simmentals purchased when they came in the ring
together. This pair of heifers more than paid for their investment on their
first calves, and I feel as though “Genita” is very much the same type of
female. This will be a tremendous cow that shows nothing but promise.
Exposed to Anchor D Sorcerer 8B -1120826- March 27 to May 27.
Observed bred April 28, ultra sound safe, due February 7, 2021.
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BW
WW

277G

ZDS 277G CA-1279931 1/1/2019

653G

ZDS 653G CA-1287945 6/2/2019
DORSIM MASSIE
TOVERBERG ERIKA
SOUTH SEVEN RAZZMATAZZ 7R
MS PRL EDELSTEIN 102E
ANCHOR “T” LEGEND 7H
JB CDN KANANASKIS 4019
SOUTH SEVEN RAZZMATAZZ 7R
ANCHOR D CHIANTI 137P

“Grace” is another female I really had a hard time putting in the sale. I
feel she is one of the very best we offer this year (Karen’s favorite), and
I certainly hope people look beyond her color and look at this female for
what she is, a powerhouse. Her dam is a no nonsense type female that
just goes about her job always quietly producing a good one. Nothing
flashy just straight goods. “Grace” should develop into the same type
female that will consistently put marketable calves in the pen. Big, deep
and broody are words that certainly describe her, plus the fact that she
is gentle with a sweet personality. A solid heifer that will do great things.
Exposed to Virginia Precision 16C -1135400- March 27 to May 27.
Observed bred May 5, ultra sound safe, due February 14, 2021.
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FULL FLECKVIEH

ANCHOR D FARISSA

		
MFI JEREMIAH 9022
		
DOUBLE
BAR D INTUITION
		
MFI FRIEDA 3077
		

242F

ZDS 242F CA-1279908 29/12/2018
GIBBONS JEREMIAH
MFI PETRA 2093
BEL STEWARD 2ND
ANCHOR “T” ELSIE 62L
CHAMPS ROMANO
VIRGINIA MS REBECCA
BAR 5 SA HARRACH 801P
BAR 5 SA J-PEACH 410R

		
VIRGINIA MAXIMUS
		
ANCHOR
D BRISA 305B
		
ANCHOR D PEACH 265U
		

This year’s largest sire group is “Intuition” as he ran extremely heavy to
heifers. We have several of his daughters in our own herd and they are
stellar. Last year’s high selling bull was from an “Intuition” daughter. He
typically makes them dark red, easy fleshing and will have an abundance
of hair. “Farrisa” fits this profile and comes from the same cow family
that produced lot #1. Her dam is an absolute work horse, and I would
anticipate “Farissa” to be the same.
Exposed to Virginia Precision 16C -1135400- March 27 to May 27.
Observed bred April 4, ultra sound safe, due January 14, 2021.
BW
WW

89 lbs
950 lbs
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FULL FLECKVIEH

ANCHOR D CARLI

380G

ZDS 380G CA-1287692 7/1/2019

		
MFI JEREMIAH 9022
		
DOUBLE
BAR D INTUITION
		
MFI FRIEDA 3077
		
		
CEN THROTTLE 502T
		
HEMR
CARLI 5X
		
HEMR SONYA 25S
		

GIBBONS JEREMIAH
MFI PETRA 2093
BEL STEWARD 2ND
ANCHOR “T” ELSIE 62L
IPU ENDEVOR 75M
CEN MISS NICOLE 513N
PRL PHILEDELPHIA 49P
MRLN DULCIE

“Carli” is another heifer I just appreciate more and more each day. If
you want one that will be super thick and broody she will be the one.
As a 4 or 5 year old cow I think she will be a front pasture female that
will turn everyone’s head. Her dam is a very deep powerful cow, tracing
back to the “Dulcie” cow family. A typical large “Intuition” foot, nice
udder development, she has all the right stuff in all the right places.
Perhaps a sleeper in the sale, don’t miss out on her.
Exposed to Anchor D Sorcerer 8B -1120826- March 27 to May 27.
Observed bred April 23, ultra sound safe, due February 2, 2021.
BW
WW

92 lbs
735 lbs
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FULL FLECKVIEH

ANCHOR D SHIRLEY

		
MFI JEREMIAH 9022
		
DOUBLE
BAR D INTUITION
		
MFI FRIEDA 3077
		

		
SMITHBILT MOLSON 21M
		
SS
SHIRLEY TEMPLE 30S FF
		
SS SHE’S THE ONE 13M
		

BW
WW

88 lbs
850 lbs

400G

ZDS 400G CA-1287708 9/1/2019
GIBBONS JEREMIAH
MFI PETRA 2093
BEL STEWARD 2ND
ANCHOR “T” ELSIE 62L
GIDSCO APPOLLO 3F
JERICO’S DEIRDRE 21D
ARNI 8M
GREAT GUNS JASMIN 70F

Surely you will appreciate “Shirley”. A dark red long bodied powerful
heifer that will produce the same. We just sold her 13 year old dam last
fall as her hip was starting to get a bit arthritic, having said that for a
13 year old cow she had an absolutely picture perfect udder. She was
a larger framed female, with great bone structure and a large hoof.
A very neat pedigree on the bottom side as well. This will be a super
honest cow that will be extremely productive with built in longevity. The
mating to “Sorcerer” should be very good.
Exposed to Anchor D Sorcerer 8B –1120826- March 27 to May
27.Observed bred April 26, ultra sound safe, due February 5, 2021.
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FULL FLECKVIEH

ANCHOR D GEYSER

		
MFI JEREMIAH 9022
		
DOUBLE
BAR D INTUITION
		
MFI FRIEDA 3077
		
		
ANCHOR D VIPER 103W
		

GIBBONS JEREMIAH
MFI PETRA 2093
BEL STEWARD 2ND
ANCHOR “T” ELSIE 62L
DOUBLE BAR D MAESTRO 100S
PRL LOPEZ 147L
DORA LEE JAKE
DORA LEE ELECTRA

ANCHOR
D ALEXIS 359C
		
DORA LEE ELEXIS
		

BW
WW

91 lbs
735 lbs

“Geyser” comes from one of my favorite young cows. Her dam is
the cow you hope is standing at the fence when people come visit.
Flawless!! “Geyser” comes from another stellar cow family that had
an impact on our program in “Elexis”. It took a lot of convincing to pry
her away from Ross & Betty at Dora Lee, but I’m glad I was persistent.
“Geyser” is a real nice honest female that is very well balanced, will be
super easy fleshing, has great hoof and bone structure, superb udder
development, and has a beautiful disposition. She won’t be the high
seller come sale day, but could very well produce many of them in her
time. As honest as they come, good solid choice.
Exposed to Anchor D Sorcerer 8B -1120826- March 27 to May 27.
Observed bred April 9, ultra sound safe, due January 19, 2021.
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FULL FLECKVIEH

ANCHOR D GEMMA

		
MFI JEREMIAH 9022
		
DOUBLE
BAR D INTUITION
		
MFI FRIEDA 3077
		
		
MFL UNIVERSE 28U
		
ANCHOR
D ROCHELLE 297Y
		
ANCHOR D RACHEL 123R
		

BW
WW

96 lbs
770 lbs

480G

ZDS 480G CA-1287733 12/1/2019

584G

ZDS 584G CA-1287799 19/1/2019
GIBBONS JEREMIAH
MFI PETRA 2093
BEL STEWARD 2ND
ANCHOR “T” ELSIE 62L
BOLD
MFL PETRA 95P
BAR 5 SA EVAN 440L
BHR ASHANTE SA L137E

When it works you stick with it, and that’s certainly the case in this
mating. We bred the dam of “Gemma” several times to “Intuition”, and
it just works. We have a full sister in our own herd that is tremendous,
another full sister working for the Bauer’s in Ontario, and a full brother
at Rocking V in Kentucky. I love this female. No extra glitz about her just
plumb good. As I had mentioned earlier on these “Intuition” daughters
you will like them today but when they hit their stride in full production
they are top shelf. Maybe a little plainer colored but trust me when I
say this will be one of the really good ones.
Exposed to FGAF Radioactive 030E –P1204413- March 27 to May 19.
Observed bred April 8, ultra sound safe, due January 18, 2021. (Exposed
to Anchor D Sorcerer 8B -1120826- May 19 to May 27)
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FULL FLECKVIEH

ANCHOR D GLASGOW

611G

ZDS 611G CA-1287825 22/1/2019

		
MFI JEREMIAH 9022
		
DOUBLE
BAR D INTUITION
		
MFI FRIEDA 3077
		
		
BAR 5 SA HOLD 407N
		
ANCHOR
D SISKA 319Y
		
BAR 5 SA LADY SISKA 409M
		

GIBBONS JEREMIAH
MFI PETRA 2093
BEL STEWARD 2ND
ANCHOR “T” ELSIE 62L
KYKSO HAPED
TOVERBERG ELSA
ERICO PRIMAL
AI-AI SISKA

A family favorite here. We have a full sister to “Glasgow” in our own herd
and she is absolutely stunning. This is an extremely deep broad topped
angular female. She has perfect balance, and comes from a powerful
cow and cow family. If this heifer was dark red and goggled I wouldn’t
doubt she could be the entire talk of the sale. Be sure to study her close
as this is as good of female as we have to offer. Being bred back to
“Precision” is just icing on the cake. He is a well-kept secret here, but
this bull can produce among the best of them. This cross will be special.
Exposed to Virginia Precision 16C -1135400- March 27 to May 27.
Observed bred April 8, ultra sound safe, due January 18, 2021.
BW
WW

12

Pasture

Treasures

103 lbs
800 lbs
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FULL FLECKVIEH

ANCHOR D GONITA

		
MFI JEREMIAH 9022
		
DOUBLE
BAR D INTUITION
		
MFI FRIEDA 3077
		
		
SOUTH SEVEN RAZZMATAZZ 7R
		
ANCHOR
D ZONITA 294Z
		
ANCHOR D SONITA 117N
		

BW
WW

105 lbs
800 lbs

FULL FLECKVIEH

ANCHOR D MACS

GIBBONS JEREMIAH
MFI PETRA 2093
BEL STEWARD 2ND
ANCHOR “T” ELSIE 62L
GIDSCO APPOLLO 3F
JERICO’S DEIRDRE 21D
ANCHOR “T” RUSTY 59G
LAZY RS MISS PASSION FF13

“Gennette” is another of Mackenzie’s heifers coming from a really
nice young cow she purchased from Lazy RS. Her first calf went to
Javier Jauregui, in Mexico. This is only her second calf, and she has
a whopper bull calf at side this year. This is a female with a fabulous
extended pedigree, and will no doubt be an extremely productive cow
for Mackenzie for many, many years. “Gennette” is a super thick heifer
with superior length of spine, a tremendous large foot, and a great
hair coat. She has an excellent disposition, and I feel as though she
will be a very easy heifer to pick out sires to work with her. I’m sure if
Mackenzie could have kept a couple more this one would have been
on her list to stay.
Exposed to Anchor D Sorcerer 8B –1120826- March 27 to May 27.
Observed bred April 10, ultra sound safe, due January 20, 2021.
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FULL FLECKVIEH

ANCHOR D MACS LIZ

100 lbs
740 lbs

538G

MACS 538G CA-1287992 8/3/2019

		
MFI JEREMIAH 9022
		
DOUBLE
BAR D INTUITION
		
MFI FRIEDA 3077
		
		
ANCHOR D VIPER 103W
		
ANCHOR
D MACS ELIZABETH
		
ANCHOR D ANGELICA 132Z
		

BW
WW

GENNETTE 534G

MACS 534G CA-1287958 13/2/2019

		
MFI JEREMIAH 9022
		
DOUBLE
BAR D INTUITION
		
MFI FRIEDA 3077
		
		
SMITHBILT MOLSON 21M
		
LAZY
RS MISS DONNA FF
		
LAZY RS MISS BARR FF
		

90 lbs
715 lbs

GIBBONS JEREMIAH
MFI PETRA 2093
BEL STEWARD 2ND
ANCHOR “T” ELSIE 62L
DOUBLE BAR D BUSTER 801L
SOUTH SEVEN FLECK 16F
KNIGHTS THUNDER 246S
DEMBY HERLINDE 154X

“Gonita” is another bigger framed power female from “Intuition”. She
goes back to my favorite all time cow “Sonita”. We had to part with her
due to age, not bad considering she gave us 14 natural calves without
skipping a beat. She had the most incredible feet and udder still at age
15, probably the best uddered cow we ever owned to be quite honest.
She was extremely quiet and easy to work with, and you could breed her
to any bull and expect great results. “Gonita” maybe isn’t the prettiest
heifer in the pen, but may very well become the most productive. If
anyone is searching for a very honest cow that you won’t have to break
the bank to own this could very well be the one.
Exposed to Virginia Precision 16C –1135400- March 27 to May 27.
Observed bred April 18, ultra sound safe, due late January 28, 2021.
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BW
WW

617G

ZDS 617G CA-1287841 25/1/2019

GIBBONS JEREMIAH
MFI PETRA 2093
BEL STEWARD 2ND
ANCHOR “T” ELSIE 62L
DOUBLE BAR D MAESTRO 100S
PRL LOPEZ 147L
BAR 5 SA STRIDE 413P
ANCHOR D TIA 235T

If you have toured the heifers then I know for fact you have already
met “Liz” there is no way of getting into the pen without her finding you
and coming for a visit. This heifer loves people, but more so attention.
Many people are already familiar with her grand dam “Angelica” the
dam of “Ego” owned by Hairy Hill Cattle Co. He is a great young bull
who is having a very positive effect in many herds. The dam of “Liz” is
a beautiful “Viper” daughter. You will note she is the youngest heifer
in the sale, but bred back early on her first service. On a side note
the reason she is so young is we missed her dam on AI so was a late
exposure. She bounced right back delivering a January calf this year.
This is a great young female with a bright future.
Exposed to Anchor D Sorcerer 8B –1120826- March 27 to May 27.
Observed bred April 15, ultra sound, due January 25, 2021.
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POLLED FULL FLECKVIEH

ANCHOR D DIAMOND

		
SOUTHSEVEN MR ADONIS 96Z
		
ANCHOR
D ULYSSES 530E
		
FGAF PRECIOUS THING 402T
		
		
STARWEST POL BLUEPRINT
		
CROSSROAD
DIAMOND 20D
		
TFL MS SPITFIRE 48A
		

BW
WW

95 lbs
860 lbs

ANCHOR D LADY

FULL FLECKVIEH

GAGA 475G

ZDS 475G CA-1287731 12/1/2019

		
SOUTHSEVEN MR ADONIS 96Z
		
ANCHOR
D ULYSSES 530E
		
FGAF PRECIOUS THING 402T
		
		
ANCHOR D ENTOURAGE 235X
		
ANCHOR
D DIVA 118D
		
ANCHOR D BARCELONA 8Y
		

92 lbs
775 lbs

BLCC MR ADONIS 30X
SOUTH SEVEN MISS 70S
R-FIVE MALTESE
FGAF SHANTI 121P
ANCHOR “T” RUSTY 59G
PHS HOMOZYGOUS XCEPTIONAL
DOUBLE BAR D SPITFIRE 20X
IPU MS. ROWEENA 184X

“Diamond” will be the first of the “Ulysses” daughters in this year’s sale.
She is a heifer that was easily found last year on the Alberta Simmental
Association tour we hosted, and was admired by many. This is a heifer
with a unique pedigree and carrying the polled gene is a bonus for sure.
She is blood red, with great length and tremendous hair. She is bred a
bit later as she didn’t settle to her first AI attempt, but we felt this was
a mating we needed to try and do, so we did AI her the second time
the same way. The service she carries to the $165,000 “Reputation” is
truly special. A great opportunity here.
AI’d to SBV Reputation 707F –P1276333- May 4. Exposed to Anchor D
Sorcerer 8B –1120826- May 8 to May 27. Ultra sound safe to AI, due
February 13, 2021.
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BW
WW

186G

ZDS 186G CA-P1279929 1/1/2019

BLCC MR ADONIS 30X
SOUTH SEVEN MISS 70S
R-FIVE MALTESE
FGAF SHANTI 121P
BAR 5 SA STRIDE 413P
ANCHOR D TIA 235T
SMITHBILT MOLSON 21M
ANCHOR D SERENITY 85S

As you will notice with these “Ulysses” daughters, they have excellent
length of spine, and will all tend to have a little extra hair as a sire group.
“Lady Gaga” comes from 3 of our top end producing cow families in
“Precious Thing, Tia & Barcelona” all three have added herd bulls into
our own herd, in “Ulysses, Matador, Entourage & Sorcerer”, so to say
this heifer has potential to raise herd bulls is a gross understatement
for sure. Now as an added touch she is bred back to “Radioactive”.
This should be a very good cross, and keep in mind with his loss, the
matings to him may become very limited in the future.
Exposed to FGAF Radioactive 030E -P1204413- March 27 to May 19.
Observed bred April 5, ultra sound safe, due January 15, 2021. (Exposed
to Anchor D Sorcerer 8B -1120826- May 19 to May 27)

36

FULL FLECKVIEH

ANCHOR D SAMONE

497G

ZDS 497G CA-1287754 14/1/2019

		
BLCC MR ADONIS 30X
SOUTHSEVEN MR ADONIS 96Z
		
SOUTH SEVEN MISS 70S
ANCHOR
D ULYSSES 530E
		
R-FIVE MALTESE
FGAF PRECIOUS THING 402T
		
FGAF SHANTI 121P
		
ANCHOR “T” IKON 1H
HEMR SAMURAI 7S
		
JB CDN KANANASKIS 4019
ANCHOR
D
SAMONE
113Y
		
GREAT GUNS MATTHIAS 3Y
JERICO’S DESIREE 7D
		
BAR NONE LILY

BW
WW

14

Pasture

Treasures

103 lbs
685 lbs

“Samone” is a very attractive female, tracing back to the “Desiree” cow
family. We only had the one “Samurai” daughter and unfortunately she
came up open last fall so essentially this is the end of the line for this
particular mating. This is a heifer I really thought long and hard about
being in the sale for that reason alone, but having said that I also feel
she is one of the strongest “Ulysses” daughters we had, and does add
a different element to his group. I like this heifer very much as she is
really deep and broody and appears to have a little something extra
special about her. We do still have a couple embryos in the tank which
are full sibs to her dam so that is why she became expendable in the
sale. A very nice female here.
Exposed to Virginia Precision 16C -1135400- March 27 to May 27.
Observed bred April 7, ultra sound safe, due January 17, 2021.

37

FULL FLECKVIEH

ANCHOR D DAPHNIE

543G

ZDS 543G CA-1287759 15/1/2019

		
BLCC MR ADONIS 30X
SOUTHSEVEN MR ADONIS 96Z
		
SOUTH SEVEN MISS 70S
ANCHOR
D ULYSSES 530E
		
R-FIVE MALTESE
FGAF PRECIOUS THING 402T
		
FGAF SHANTI 121P
		
CHAMPS ROMANO
VIRGINIA MAXIMUS
		
VIRGINIA MS REBECCA
ANCHOR
D
DAPHNE
340D
		
FGAF BARBOSSA 707X
ANCHOR D ZILEY 392Z
		
HEMR MILEY 7W

“Daphnie” is a super long bodied female with lots of eye appeal. Her
dam is a full sister to “Raptor”, who needs no introduction. Her grand
dam has been moved into our donor pen, and we will see a lot more
of her influence in the future. This is a female who is just beginning to
come into her own, and I feel will continue to develop into an extremely
productive cow. Her breeding to “Precision” should be stellar, as this
combination should result in just a bit more growth and style. A bit of a
dark horse in this year’s race, be sure to study her closely.
Exposed to Virginia Precision 16C -1135400- March 27 to May 27.
Observed bred April 4, ultra sound safe, due January 14, 2021.

BW
WW

66 lbs
760 lbs
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FULL FLECKVIEH

ANCHOR D GEORGIA

636G

ZDS 636G CA-1287875 27/1/2019

		
BLCC MR ADONIS 30X
SOUTHSEVEN MR ADONIS 96Z
		
SOUTH SEVEN MISS 70S
ANCHOR
D
ULYSSES
530E
		
R-FIVE MALTESE
FGAF PRECIOUS THING 402T
		
FGAF SHANTI 121P
		
DOUBLE BARD MAKE M PLLED
DOUBLE BAR D MAESTRO 100S
		
DOUBLE BAR D JOCELINE
ANCHOR
D
JENNIFER
60X
		
PRL PORTERHOUSE REGENT
PRL LOPEZ 147L
		
MRLN VANESSA

Another heifer with a star studded pedigree. “Georgia” also comes
from a dam with a famous brother. Her dam just so happens to be a full
sister to “Viper”. “Georgia” is another female really starting to turn on
the gas here mid-summer. She is a very smooth fronted female, very
attractive and has been a female that has been picked out several times.
You will notice we have bred several of these “Ulysses” daughters back
to “Precision”. This is obviously a new cross for us as this is “Ulysses”
first set of daughters to be bred, however I feel really good about this
cross. I think the results will be fantastic.
Exposed to Virginia Precision 16C –1135400- March 27 to May 27.
Observed bred April 16, ultra sound safe, due January 26, 2021.
BW
WW

117 lbs
770 lbs
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FULL FLECKVIEH

ANCHOR D FIESTA

645G

ZDS 645G CA-1287902 31/1/2019

		
BLCC MR ADONIS 30X
SOUTHSEVEN MR ADONIS 96Z
		
SOUTH SEVEN MISS 70S
ANCHOR
D ULYSSES 530E
		
R-FIVE MALTESE
FGAF PRECIOUS THING 402T
		
FGAF SHANTI 121P
		
GIBBONS JEREMIAH
MFI JEREMIAH 9022
		
MFI PETRA 2093
DOUBLE
BAR
D
FIERA
285B
		
SUNNY VALLEY SARGENT 24S
PROSTOCK FERRARI 9052W
		
PROSTOCK FERRARI 7349T

“Fiesta” is another very broody solid made “Ulysses” female. You will
note she was AI’d a bit later to “Radioactive” as she was in his pen at
the time he was injured, but we wanted to insure she was bred so she
AI’d just in case he didn’t get the job done. I like this heifer very much
and she comes from a really nice Double Bar D female that has done
an excellent job for us. She was one of the high selling females in the
year we purchased her from their sale and she has certainly lived up
to expectations for us. A very nice heifer with a nice mating, this should
be a super good cross.
Exposed to FGAF Radioactive 030E –P1204413- March 27 to May 19. AI’d
April 29, ultra sound safe, due February 8, 2021. (Exposed to Anchor D
Sorcerer 8B -1120826- May 19 to May 27)
BW
WW

83 lbs
670 lbs
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40

FULL FLECKVIEH

ANCHOR D GINA

		
VIRGINIA RADISON 5Z
		

VIRGINIA
PRECISION 16C
		

BROCK YODA
		
		
FGAF WINDSURFER 820Y
		
ANCHOR
D ENA 581E
		
ANCHOR D ZINA 337Z
		

BW
WW

68 lbs
680 lbs

404G

ZDS 404G CA-1287709 9/1/2019
CROSSROAD RADIUM 789U
SS LEGACY 5U FF
ANCHOR “T” METRO 4E
BRK PLAY MATE
ANCHOR “T” LEGEND 7H
JB CDN KANANASKIS 4019
SOUTH SEVEN RAZZMATAZZ 7R
ANCHOR D PEACH 265U

“Gina” comes from the same great cow family as lot #1, and is a heifer I
grow to like more every day. “Precision” is honestly our secret weapon
in the bull pen. He is a bull that will provide us with calving ease as well
as explosive growth. Just due to his size he is beginning to see more use
on cows, but he has been a tremendous bull in our heifer pen. This group
of daughters will be a bit more moderate, all coming from first calving
heifers. Trust me there is enough power here, and anyone who has a
“Precision” daughter seems to be more than happy with the job they
do. I think “Gina” will develop into one of those females that just quietly
goes about her job, never gathering huge attention, but delivering huge
results. She is without question one of my top picks in this sire group.
Exposed to Anchor D Sorcerer 8B -1120826- March 27 to May 27.
Observed bred April 15, ultra sound safe, due January 25, 2021.
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FULL FLECKVIEH

ANCHOR D GINETTE

589G

ZDS 589G CA-1287801 19/1/2019

		
VIRGINIA RADISON 5Z
		
VIRGINIA
PRECISION 16C
		
BROCK YODA
		
		
BLACK GOLD EPIC 14Z
		
ANCHOR
D ENCORE 363E
		
LAZY RS MISS WAVE FF
		

CROSSROAD RADIUM 789U
SS LEGACY 5U FF
ANCHOR “T” METRO 4E
BRK PLAY MATE
ALLM COLOSSAL 25U
CROSSROAD WHISPER 930W
ANTONIUS
LAZY RS MISS PATRIMONY

“Ginette” will mature into a more moderate framed female that will be
super thick and become a great cow. Perfect udder attachment, dark red
and very stylish. Her grand dam “Wave” was what you would imagine a
mature Fleckvieh cow should look like. This heifer has a pedigree built
to be a brood cow, with “Antonius” and going back to the “Great Guns
Mitzi” cow, she will be amazing no doubt. She should also be a female
that you can throw as much performance at and expect to moderate
birth weight in the process. Not the shiniest heifer in the group, but
certainly has limitless potential.
Exposed to Anchor D Sorcerer 8B –1120826- March 27 to May 2.
Observed bred April 8, ultra sound safe, due January 18, 2021.
BW
WW

66 lbs
615 lbs
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POLLED FULL FLECKVIEH

ANCHOR D GRACEY

		
VIRGINIA RADISON 5Z
		

VIRGINIA
PRECISION 16C
		

BROCK YODA
		
		
FGAF BARBOSSA 707X
		
ANCHOR
D DACEY 187D
		
ANCHOR D GRACEN 192C
		

BW
WW

16

Pasture

Treasures

74 lbs
720 lbs

599G

ZDS 599G CA-P1287807 20/1/2019
CROSSROAD RADIUM 789U
SS LEGACY 5U FF
ANCHOR “T” METRO 4E
BRK PLAY MATE
PROSTOCK HUGO 7052T
FGAF BARBARELLA 839L
DOUBLE BAR D INTUITION
ANCHOR D SONITA 117N

If you hear us talk about “Lucky”, we are referring to the same heifer. I
don’t remember every day when we are calving but I do know January
20 was a cold one. “Gracey” was born outside in the shed, and between
Karen & “Gracie’s” dam she is lucky to be with us. A lot of extra love
and care went into her, and despite having hypothermia she completely
bounced back and was up and going within hours. If you toured pastures
this summer I can almost promise you’ve seen her younger sister as
she is an absolute standout. Don’t overlook some of these heifers from
first calvers. Yes they may be a bit smaller than the group, but they may
be some of the most productive. “Lucky” will make someone very lucky
sale day, and as an added bonus she is polled as well.
Exposed to Anchor D Sorcerer 8B -1120826- March 27 to May 27.
Observed bred March 28, ultra sound safe, due January 7, 2021.

43

FULL FLECKVIEH

ANCHOR D EVETTE

631G

ZDS 631G CA-1287866 25/1/2019

		
VIRGINIA RADISON 5Z
		
VIRGINIA
PRECISION 16C
		
BROCK YODA
		
		
FGAF WINDSURFER 820Y
		
ANCHOR D EVETTE 560E
		
ANCHOR D ZULAGON 277U
		

CROSSROAD RADIUM 789U
SS LEGACY 5U FF
ANCHOR “T” METRO 4E
BRK PLAY MATE
ANCHOR “T” LEGEND 7H
JB CDN KANANASKIS 4019
BHR ZULU G548E
RAJ MS PARAGON 63C

“Evette” was the poster girl of this sire group, and certainly carries a
very different pedigree. Her great grand dam was a cow we purchased
from the RAJ dispersal many years ago combining “Antonius, Bold
& Solway Adonis”, then up closer we see “Legend, Jahari & Rogar”
pretty powerful stuff. Then combine that with the complete outcross of
“Zulu” and we truly have something unique. She not only has a magical
pedigree, but has the look to preform wizardry. “Evette” will be a top
notched momma cow.
Exposed to Anchor D Sorcerer 8B -1120826- March 27 to May 27.
Observed bred April 16, ultra sound safe, due January 26, 2021.
BW
WW

75 lbs
720 lbs
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FULL FLECKVIEH

ENCHANTMENT 663G

ANCHOR D

ZDS 663G CA-1287975 19/2/2019

		
VIRGINIA RADISON 5Z
		
VIRGINIA
PRECISION 16C
		
BROCK YODA
		

CROSSROAD RADIUM 789U
SS LEGACY 5U FF
ANCHOR “T” METRO 4E
BRK PLAY MATE
ALLM COLOSSAL 25U
CROSSROAD WHISPER 930W
GIDSCO APPOLLO 3F
MISS ARNOLD E5501

		
BLACK GOLD EPIC 14Z
		
ANCHOR
D ELLA 583E
		
ANCHOR D CHER 100S
		

BW
WW

90 lbs
615 lbs

“Enchantment” is a moderate made female that will trace back to
“Cher”. The cow family of “Miss Arnold” started a little smaller, as she
was purchased as a mature cow from the Arnold Brothers dispersal
in South Dakota. We only had three daughters from this cow, and out
of those three daughters, they have become one of our largest and
most consistent producing cow families we own. “Enchantment” is not
the biggest heifer of the group, nor is she bred to be, but I can almost
guarantee, pound for pound she will produce among the top end of
this year’s group. This is a heifer you do not want to overlook, she has
oodles of potential.
Exposed to FGAF Radioactive 030E0 –P1204413- March 27 to May 19.
Observed bred April 1, ultra sound safe, due January 10, 2021. (Exposed
to Anchor D Sorcerer 8B -1120826- May 19 to May 27)

45

FULL FLECKVIEH

ANCHOR D MACS GINA

		
GRINALTA’S HP KING 126S
		

KINDRED
SPIRIT EZANA 1C
		

SHAWACRES RAZZHER 14U
		
		
KHG KURT 15C
		
KINDRED
SPIRIT ADELE 15E
		
KHG ADELAIDE 505C
		

BW
WW

100 lbs
685 lbs

533G

MACS 533G CA-1322153 1/2/2019
DFM MARCUS 14M
GRINALTA’S POLLED HASALZ
SOUTH SEVEN RAZZMATAZZ 7R
MISS SHAWACRES LERATO 17L
APLX JACKSON 3Y
KHG PANSY 136A
KHG HUMMER 104A
KHG SURVIVOR 56Z

“Gina” is a high percentage Fleckvieh heifer that is designed to build
bulls, and she will do just that. Her dam is a heifer I felt was one of
the top heifers in the Source sale when we purchased her as a bred
heifer from Kindred Spirit. I knew Mackenzie wanted to purchase
a couple females so I told the guys don’t transfer her until I see if
Mackenzie wants her or not. When I got home with her, it was a pretty
quick decision. This is a powerful cow that will return big dollars for
her investment. If you raise bulls this is a female that certainly has the
credentials to raise lots of them in her time. I feel this heifer will only
get better with time as she does come from just a first calver. “Gina”
could be a tremendous investment.
Exposed to Anchor D Sorcerer 8B -1120826- March 27 to May 27.
Observed bred April 7, ultra sound safe, due January 17, 2021.
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POLLED FULL FLECKVIEH

ANCHOR D GRACIE

		
ANCHOR D IMAX 250Y
		
ANCHOR
D SORCERER 8B
		
ANCHOR D BARCELONA 8Y
		
		
ANCHOR “T” LEGEND 7H
		
ROCKING R MS LEGEND 3Y
		
ROCKING R POL EXCELLENCE
		

BW
WW

77 lbs
690 lbs

FULL FLECKVIEH

ANCHOR D SORCERESS

		
ANCHOR D IMAX 250Y
		

ANCHOR D BARCELONA 8Y
		
		
ANCHOR D ENTOURAGE 235X
		
ROCKING
R BABARELLA
		
BGL BLANDA 607S
		

FULL FLECKVIEH

ANCHOR D ABIGAIL

		
ANCHOR D IMAX 250Y
		

ANCHOR
D SORCERER 8B
		

18

Pasture

Treasures

661G

ZDS 661G CA-1287971 18/2/2019

ANCHOR D BARCELONA 8Y
		
		
ANCHOR D ENTOURAGE 235X
		
ROCKING
R ABIGAIL
		
ROCKING R NELLIE
		

94 lbs
685 lbs

HEMR SAMURAI 7S
DORA LEE ELEXIS
SMITHBILT MOLSON 21M
ANCHOR D SERENITY 85S
BAR 5 SA STRIDE 413P
ANCHOR D TIA 235T
EXODUS
BGL FELICITY 269P

“Sorceress” could have probably followed the “Entourage” group of
heifers, as she certainly fits their profile and type. Her dam is one of
my favorite cows we purchased from Rod & Karen Orange when we
bought their mature cow herd. She is a beautifully put together female
with ideal udder attachment, dark red and heavily pigmented. I would
suspect the lighter color may be a throwback to “Hockenhull Marvel
or Overhall Hivy” but regardless this is a royally bred female with not
only an impeccable pedigree but the conformation to match. I have high
expectations for “Sorceress”. I think being bred back to “Precision”
just sweetens the whole package. Good heifer.
Exposed to Virginia Precision 16C -1135400- March 27 to May 27.
Observed bred May 1, ultra sound safe, due February 10, 2021.

48

BW
WW

642G

ZDS 642G CA-1287884 28/1/2019

ANCHOR
D SORCERER 8B
		

84 lbs
740 lbs

HEMR SAMURAI 7S
DORA LEE ELEXIS
SMITHBILT MOLSON 21M
ANCHOR D SERENITY 85S
ANCHOR “T” METRO 4E
ANCHOR “T” HELGA 10Y
GRINALTA’S EXCEL 8N
BGL BLANDA 607S

“Gracie Lou” is honestly a heifer that should be staying in our herd. A
bit of a different pedigree to the majority of our herd, and being Polled
is a complete bonus. She is a sweet heifer to be around, very curious
and always in your pocket. She is dark red and very eye appealing. I
also feel the way she is bred back is going to be very good. We used
“Radioactive” on a handful of cows last year and I am super impressed
with how those calves have come on. There is lots of power on the
bottom side of this pedigree. “Gracie Lou” is a heifer that offers just
a little more.
Exposed to FGAF Radioactive 030E –P1204413- March 27 to May 19.
Observed bred April 2, ultra sound safe, due January 12, 2021. (Exposed
to Virginia Precision 16C -1135400- May 19 to May 27)
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BW
WW

LOU 613G

ZDS 613G CA-P1287833 24/1/2019

HEMR SAMURAI 7S
DORA LEE ELEXIS
SMITHBILT MOLSON 21M
ANCHOR D SERENITY 85S
BAR 5 SA STRIDE 413P
ANCHOR D TIA 235T
MFL EDDY 13E
ROCKING R MS LORETTA 7L

“Abigail” is another female that comes to us via the Rocking R cows.
Her dam was a very nice cow to work with, that was a big bodied broody
female with loads of power. Certainly anyone looking for some different
genetics, this is a female that does boast that as well. I look for “Abigail”
to mature much like her dam in also being a bit larger framed, deep
bodied and loaded with milk. The “Sorcerer” females should be much
like his sire “Imax” and stamp great udders on his daughters. Although
she didn’t settle on her first service if someone is looking for a very nice
female just bred a little later this is your opportunity.
Exposed to Virginia Precision 16C -1135400- March 27 to May 27.
Observed bred May 21, ultra sound safe, due March 2, 2021.

49

FULL FLECKVIEH

ANCHOR D EMPRESS

		
ANCHOR D SORCERER 8B
		
ROCKING
R EMPEROR 13E
		
ROCKING R YOLANDA 11Y
		
		
ANCHOR D ENTOURAGE 235X
		
ROCKING R BABEAU
		
ROCKING R XEXILIA 23X
		

BW
WW

91 lbs
720 lbs

FULL FLECKVIEH

ANCHOR D DELLA

		
WLSF KALIBNER
		
SIBELLE
AEGON 26C
		
SIBELLE DANEARIS 11Z
		
		
ANCHOR D MR GIBBS 20Z
		
ANCHOR
D DELTA 486D
		
FGAF SHEWOLF 064A
		

94 lbs
820 lbs

WLSF KALIBER
WLSF PEGNER
VIRGINIA WALKER 97W
SIBELLE QUEEN 16W
BAR 5 SA STRIDE 413P
ANCHOR D TYRA 20T
ALLM COLOSSAL 25U
DELTA-RHO MISS HOLLYWOOD FF31R

FULL FLECKVIEH

ANCHOR D GRAYSON

		
WLSF KALIBNER
		

SIBELLE
AEGON 26C
		

SIBELLE DANEARIS 11Z
		
		
FGAF BARBOSSA 707X
		
ANCHOR
D BRIA 62B
		
ANCHOR D COMET 232Y
		

103 lbs
775 lbs

443G

ZDS 443G CA-1287721 10/1/2019

We only offer the two “Aegon” daughters in this year sale. They have
his very typical stamp about them. Deep bodied angular heifers that are
very feminine, broad topped with great rib shape, and easy fleshing.
They make fabulous momma cows. “Aegon” now is working for the
Predigers, and as I mentioned to them you will want to keep as many
of his daughters as possible. There is so much built in longevity in this
pedigree, and the “Mr. Gibbs – Aegon” cross compliments one another
very well. “Della” will be a great cow.
Exposed to FGAF Radioactive 030E -P1204413- March 27 to May 19.
Observed bred April 8, ultra sound safe, due January 18, 2021. (Exposed
to Anchor D Sorcerer 8B -1120826- May 19 to May 27)
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BW
WW

ANCHOR D IMAX 250Y
ANCHOR D BARCELONA 8Y
ROCKING R POL METRO
ROCKING R MS UREGIS
BAR 5 SA STRIDE 413P
ANCHOR D TIA 235T
ROCKING R POL METRO
TJRO SASSA 17S

“Empress” was the lone calf from this sire from the cows we purchased
from Rocking R. This is another female with a very different pedigree
for us. Her dam is a picture perfect female, and WOW does she ever
have an eye popping “French Attack” bull calf at side this year. There
is tons of power in this female, and I think when she hits full stride
she will be as productive as they come. Bred back to “”Radioactive” I
suspect you will end up with a moderate birth weight, moderate framed
animal that should be super marketable, with a very high probability
of coming Polled.
Exposed to FGAF Radioactive 030E –P1200826- March 27 to May 19.
Observed bred April 12, ultra sound safe, due January 22, 2021. (Exposed
to Virginia Precision 16C – 1135400- May 19 to May 27)
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BW
WW

659G

ZDS 659G CA-1287963 14/2/2019

557G

ZDS 557G CA-1287767 16/1/2019
WLSF KALIBER
WLSF PEGNER
VIRGINIA WALKER 97W
SIBELLE QUEEN 16W
PROSTOCK HUGO 7052T
FGAF BARBARELLA 839L
BAR 5 SA STRIDE 413P
ANCHOR D HAYLEY’S COMET

“Grayson” comes from a cow that just keeps getting better and better.
“Bria” is a powerful “Barbossa” daughter, with an impeccable udder.
She is so natural fleshing and broody, going back to the “Star Gazer”
cow family. She is a cow you can look at any day of the week and
would be a female you would be proud to have on display. She has an
outstanding “Aegon” bull calf at side this year, and I suspect “Grayson”
will be a bit of a sale sleeper. This is a heifer that I think will just get
better and better with time. I’m certainly not down playing her either,
she was supposed to be pictured in our ads and we just didn’t get her
pictured in time. Awesome female.
Exposed to Anchor D Sorcerer 8B -1120826- March 27 to May 27.
Observed bred April 30, ultra sound safe, due February 9, 2021.
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52

POLLED PUREBRED

ANCHOR D FINLEIGH

		
KUNTZ SUPER DUTY 4Y
		
BLACK
GOLD EXCALIBUR 137E
		
RF CERTAINLY FLIRTIN 532C
		
		
MRL FARENHEIT 35W
		
SGCC
RED KATIE 25Y
		
SGCC RED KATIE 46M
		

BW
WW

105 lbs
805 lbs

HOMOZYGOUS POLLED PUREBRED

ANCHOR D REDA

		
PARKHILL RED EDGE 39Y
		
MISS
PARKHILL REDA
		
MISS PARKHILL LINDA 86Z
		

HOMOZYGOUS POLLED PUREBRED

ANCHOR D AMBER

20

Pasture

Treasures

456G

ZDS 456G CA-PG1287728 11/1/2019

		
LFE BLOOD RUSH 833A
		
LFE
AMBER JACK 385E
		
LFE RS SHEILA 152B
		
		
WS PRIME BEEF Z8
		
IPU MS. PRIME BEEF 190D
		
IPU MS. HORIZON 18B
		

77 lbs
735 lbs

NCB RED SUSPECT 30S
MISS R PLUS 7037T
SVS CAPTAIN MORGAN 11Z
RF CERTAINLY FLIRTIN 202Z
LFE STRAIT UP 454W
ANDI MS LOVEBUG 9053W
MR PARKHILL 16W
MISS PARKHILL 25P

“Reda” is another very nice balanced female. Her dam was a beautiful
young cow we purchased through this very sale from Parkhill Ranches.
She has been a very productive cow for us and will continue to work
here for many years. Last year we used “Red Heat” on several of our
Purebred heifers. They calved very well, and we are very pleased with
how these calves have developed. I think this is going to be a very
good combination, and will have just a titch more added power with
“Excalibur.” “Reda” is a powerful Homozygous Polled heifer that will
not only make power bulls but give you beautiful daughters as well.
AI’d to WHL Red Heat 1743E –PG1254838- March 28. Exposed to Virginia
Precision 16C -1135400- May 5 to May 27. Ultra sound safe to AI, due
January 7, 2021.
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BW
WW

448G

ZDS 448G CA-PG1287722 10/1/2019

		
KUNTZ SUPER DUTY 4Y
		
BLACK
GOLD EXCALIBUR 137E
		
RF CERTAINLY FLIRTIN 532C
		

87 lbs
730 lbs

NCB RED SUSPECT 30S
MISS R PLUS 7037T
SVS CAPTAIN MORGAN 11Z
RF CERTAINLY FLIRTIN 202Z
MRL HURRICANE 27R
DUSTY’S VIXEN 30R
ER AMERICANA 537B
MAPLE DRIVE MSPREMIER130G

We are very excited about these “Excalibur” daughters we are selling
this year. He is a bull that has certainly exceeded our expectations of
him. Not that we didn’t have high hopes for him, but he has really stepped
up to the plate. His first set of sons sold this spring averaging $7500, and
he has left us a great set of females as well. We really appreciate his
pedigree, but more so his overall balance and power while possessing
eye appeal as well. He seems to be throwing his awesome disposition
and dark red color as well. You will see much more of him in the future.
“Finleigh” has tons of power, and setting up a great udder. She looks
to me like a female that will knock out herd bull after herd bull. She will
be a money maker.
AI’d to MRL Sleep Easy 140D –PG1185784- April 5. Exposed to Virginia
Precision 16C -1135400- May 5 to May 27. Ultra sound safe to AI, due
January 15, 2021.
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BW
WW

243F

ZDS 243F CA-PG1279912 30/12/2018

LFE RED TICKET 340Z
LFE RRS PEARL 617U
LFE SPRINGSTEEN 449Y
LFE RS SHEILA 72X
WS BEEF KING W107
HSF MISS SKY 87U
MAF R HORIZON 7Y
IPU MS. BEEF MAKER 4X

This is the one red heifer we really struggled with putting in the sale. I
appreciate she has a little chrome on her, which is part of the reason
we thought of keeping her. This is a real easy fleshing super balanced
moderate framed heifer that has lots of rib shape and capacity. Her
young dam that we purchased from LaBatte’s is quickly becoming one
of our favorite young cows. If you could have a whole herd like her dam
you wouldn’t go wrong. When we were on the search for a Red herd
bull, “Amber Jack” was high on our radar but we just came up short
on owning him. We opted for a semen package which has worked out
quite well for us. His sons that sold this spring were well received and
sold quite well. I think his daughters have the look to be great cows.
AI’d to MRL Sleep East 140D –PG1185784- April 14. Exposed to Virginia
Precision 16C -1135400- May 5 to May 27. Ultra sound safe to AI, due
January 24, 2021.
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POLLED PUREBRED

ANCHOR D JACKIE

592G

ZDS 592G CA-PG1287805 20/1/2019

		
LFE BLOOD RUSH 833A
		
LFE
AMBER JACK 385E
		
LFE RS SHEILA 152B
		

LFE RED TICKET 340Z
LFE RRS PEARL 617U
LFE SPRINGSTEEN 449Y
LFE RS SHEILA 72X
LFE BS LEWIS 322U
LFE RS KATARINA 621U
CROSSROAD JACKPOT 120X
FRI NAOMI 2N

		
LFE KING LOUIE 3079Y
		
ANCHOR
D BEVERLY 261B
		
ANCHOR D ZAOMI 390Z
		

“Jackie” comes from one of our most productive Purebred cow families.
Her grandmother “Zaomi” is a no miss cow. Every one of her sons has
made the bull sale including our high seller a couple years ago selling
to Soderglen Ranches, who just so happens to be a full sister to the
dam of “Jackie”. Both “Jackie’s” dam and grand dam have top end bull
calves again this year. I have a feeling “Jackie” will be a no miss cow,
and will raise several herd bulls in her time as well.
AI’d to MRL Sleep Easy 140D –PG1185784- March 29. Exposed to Virginia
Precision 16C -1135400- May 5 to May 27. Ultra sound safe to AI, due
January 8, 2021.
BW
WW

86 lbs
745 lbs
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HOMOZYGOUS POLLED PUREBRED

ANCHOR D BLACK

		
TNT TANKER U263
		

BETTY 483G

ZDS 483G CA-BPG1287740 13/1/2019

MR NLC SUPERIOR S6018
TNT MISS S17
TNT DYNAMITE BLACK L137
MOES CARRIBEAN COCOA 650S
		
MAPPIN’S BLACK SALSA 651M
		
SPRINGCREEK ALL IN 155Y
SPRINGCREEK OLYMPIAN 66A
		
SPRINGCREEK LINNE 33R
ANCHOR
D
MS
OLYMPUS
86C
		
PRL TERMINATOR 237T
ANCHOR D VERNA 702W
		
MOES BLACK PAINTEDSMILE7N

MOES
BALLISTICS 310D
		

BW
WW

84 lbs
735 lbs

Our Purebred section is a bit smaller this year, especially in the Blacks,
as it was just much smaller in numbers. “Ballistics” is a bull we were
fortunate enough to acquire an exclusive semen package on from
Silver Smith Farms. He has certainly not disappointed us as his sons
have been very easy to market, and his daughters are very nice cows.
“Black Betty” will be his lone daughter to sell coming from a very nice
“Olympian” cow going back to our foundation Black cow, “Painted
Smile aka Moe”. This is a very smooth fronted long bodied female that
I might actually be more excited about the way she is bred back than
the heifer herself. Being bred to the high selling “Top Tier” could be
an absolute homerun.
AI’d to WLB Top Tier 456G –PG1288193- April 10. Exposed to Virginia
Precision 16C -1135400- May 5 to May 27. Ultra sound safe to AI, due
January 20, 2021.
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POLLED PUREBRED

ANCHOR D ADMIRALESS

		
WHEATLAND CIRCUIT BREAKER
		

DOUBLE
BAR D ADMIRAL 446D
		

DOUBLE BAR D GALAXY 101X
		
		
ANCHOR D VIPER 103W
		
ANCHOR
D EBONY 405E
		
MOES BLACK PAINTEDSMILE7N
		

BW
WW

83 lbs
720 lbs

638G

ZDS 638G CA-BPG1287881 28/1/2019
WHEATLAND HIGHVOLTAGE122Y
WHEATLAND LADY 81X
ACS BLACK JACK 758T
WINDMILL MS GALAXY 161U
DOUBLE BAR D MAESTRO 100S
PRL LOPEZ 147L
DOUBLE BAR D DESTINY 87L
MOE’S PAINTEDSMILE 7L

Certainly another heifer that we feel will leave a void in our pen.
“Admiraless” is a beautiful Black Baldie female coming from our
foundation Black cow family again in “Moe”. She certainly has a
different twist to her pedigree as we flushed “Moe’ to “Viper” with
tremendous results. The dam of “Admiraless” is a gorgeous Blaze faced
female that is as picture perfect as you can imagine. Anyone looking
for a very different pedigree in a unique package here she is. As I said
a female we would have dearly liked to have kept for ourselves, but we
felt needed to be offered. Take advantage.
AI’d to WHL Red Heat 1734E – PTG1254838 – March 28. Exposed to
Virginia Precision 16C -1135400- May 5 to May 27. Ultra sound safe to
AI, due January 7, 2021.

2020 Female sale
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POLLED PUREBRED

PARKHILL
CARLA 5G
PHR 5G CA-BPG1294967 8/1/2019

		
JF MILESTONE 999W
		
WHF
LIMITLESS B011
		
WHF SIERRA 245S
		
		
KS BRAVADO P68
		
MISS
PARKHILL BETTY 2E
		
PHR CAMILLE
		

BW
WW

86 lbs
742 lbs

TNT TOP GUN R244
MS MAXIE LOU M112S
CNS DREAM ON L186
WHF BLACK JASMINE 240J
FR REZULT
RIV RED BRIGADIA 969J
PARKHILL RED EDGE 39Y
MISS PARKHILL ELANA 59Z

Les has consigned cattle with us the last several years. He has just
been bringing up a group of heifers and we select a couple for the sale.
I felt 5G was a very obvious choice. She is a deep broody female with
very nice udder attachment, and certainly has a nice disposition, not
to mention her very unique color pattern. I don’t know if she did a color
change as she matured or not as she is registered as a black, for obvious
reasons when you see her. Regardless bottom line is she is very good.
AI’d to WFL Absolute 51Y – BPG754744 – April 3. No exposure. Preg
tested safe, due January 13, 2021.
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POLLED PUREBRED

PARKHILL
INGRID 26G
PHR 26G CA-PG1295084 13/2/2019

		
WFL WESTCOTT 24C
		
ANCHOR
D ELROY 343E
		
ANCHOR D TIFFANY 343W
		
		
PARKHILL 38S
		
MISS
PARKHILL TAMORA 35W
		
MISS PARKHILL 59M
		

BW
WW

85 lbs
620 lbs

This is the second heifer of Les’ we chose for the sale this year, and
although she may not have the eye appeal of her stall mate, I think this
heifer will be a very natural brood cow. I am a huge fan of her grand sire
“Westcott”. Maybe not cattle that will win a bunch of show ribbons, but
I promise when I am at the sale barn behind the block, they are the type
of cattle that are in high demand by the feedlots. Parkhill foundation
bloodlines on the bottom side with “Dr. Pepper & Sirloin”. This heifer
has a stacked pedigree to produce bulls.
AI’d to WFL Absolute 51Y – BPG754744 – April 3. No exposure. Preg
tested safe, due January 13, 2021.
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OH KAY XANDER FF44X
		
RICOCHET
ACE 347A
		
DFM ROBERTA 526R
		
		
EAGLE-RIDGE LOBO 11L
		

WNLP
MARABELLA 25U
		

VIRGINIA MS SHELBY
		

BW
WW

22

Pasture

Treasures

103 lbs
726 lbs

TNT 90 PROOF Z401
WFL SWEET LICIOUS 1044X
PRL TERMINATOR 237T
ANCHOR D TINA 97T
DR PEPPER 320E
MISS PARKHILL 22A
MCC SIRLOIN 36G
MISS PARKHILL 1H

FULL FLECKVIEH

BLL BELLA 855F

BLL 855F CA-1322309 29/12/2018
ROCKING R POL ULTIMATE16U
OH KAY TRISTIN FF58T
DOUBLE BAR D MAX 809L
DFM 944J
ROOINIK
JB HENDRIKA 28H
IPU BRONSON 19K
MFL ELBY 82E

Bella’s dam was one of my top picks at the Ricochet Dispersal and this
is her first calf born here. Marabella maintains an excellent udder at 12
years of age, perfect feet and deep body. She had previously sold many
breeder bulls and heifers through her years at Ricochet. The sire Ace
had a commanding presence being extremely long bodied and packed
full of meat. Bella has this same length of body and dropping what looks
to be a great udder. She is bred to the dark red Elevation for a mid Jan
calf that should match up very well. Elevation is turning into a production
powerhouse with excellent versatility, proven calving ease and calves
that develop well with lots of thickness and eye appeal.
AI’d to Black Gold Elevation 20E-1214125-April 4. Exposed to WJS Ego
13G-1281978- April 10 to May 25. Ultrasound safe to AI, due Jan 14, 2021.
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POLLED FULL FLECKVIEH

BLL KARLA 854F

BLL 854F CA-P1322150 28/12/2018

		
DOUBLE BAR D CHANDLER 143
		
DOUBLE
BAR D CONFIDENCE 179D
		
DOUBLE BAR D LYNNEA 613Y
		
		
BDJL FF ZORRO
		
R-FIVE
CARLEY 95C
		
R-FIVE ASHTON 62A
		

BW
WW

88 lbs
752 lbs

Karla is a true beauty that has stood out since day one. She will be
highlight sale day and for many years to come. Karla brings together
many of the most popular female traits in the breed. She is a fully
pigmented dark cherry red with a deep sweeping ribcage, an abundance
of rear quarter and polled. Her dam has developed into a front pasture
cow as a result of many of those same traits. Karla’s sire has done an
excellent job for us. He has progeny leading the way in each of their
respective pens this year. He is a heavily muscled, deep bodied, smooth
made bull who led off Double Bar D’s 2018 sale and combines many of
their top cow families. Bred to our exciting new heifer bull WJS Ego
‘Big Johnson’ is a 79 lb bw, polled son of Ego and goes back to the same
Exposed to WJS Ego 13G-1281978- Mar 22 to May 25. Observed bred
Mar 27. Ultrasound safe to Ai, due January 6, 2021.
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GPCC HAFKENBERG 8F
		
RV
NICKELBACK 6U
		
MISS JOHANNAH R24
		
		
FGAF MAGNUM 901Z
		
BEE
LIVIA 528C
		
BEE OLIVIA 113Y
		

BW
WW

96 lbs
639 lbs

FULL FLECKVIEH

BLL LIZZA 925G
BLL 925G CA-1322213 22/1/2019
HAFKE
GPCC HEATHER
3RS HANNABLE
WILLOW OAKS NADIA
ALLM COLOSSAL 25U
VIRGINIAS UPTOWNGAL
MOSES
EAGLE-RDGE UNBELIEVABLE1U

Lizza has a different twist on her pedigree, full of proven ability. Tracing
back to our great donor cow Unbelievable 1U and sired by a bull who
I think is a bit of a hidden gem. Nickelback daughters continuously
produce power packed leading bulls for Double Bar D and his son
Notorious has done many great things for Virginia. Then add in Moses
and Magnum for even more thickness. Lizza’s dam produced a high
selling Titanium son in 2018 to the breeders herd of Pernitsky Farms.
Lizza will mature into a thick made female with tons of upside and ability.
Bred to the polled WJS Ego bull we traveled a lot of miles to find, this
first calf should provide great returns.
Exposed to WJS Ego 13G-1281978- Apr 11 to May 25. Observed bred
May 14. Ultrasound safe to breeding date, due Feb 20, 2021.
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FULL FLECKVIEH

BLL
CECILIA 906G
BLL 906G CA-1294182 6/1/2019

		
DOUBLE BAR D MAESTRO 100S
		
ANCHOR
D VIPER 103W
		
PRL LOPEZ 147L
		
		
SBSF IRONMAN 29B
		
DOUBLE
BAR D CELINE 74E
		
DORA LEE CELINE FF22P
		

BW
WW

80 lbs
689 lbs

DOUBLE BAR D CHESAPEAKE
DOUBLE BAR D KLAUDIA 80T
ANCHOR “T” LEGEND 7H
DOUBLE BAR D LYNNEA 13S
ROOINIK
BDJL LEGEND’S REPLICA
ANCHOR “T” IMPACT 2H
R-FIVE FANCY 95Y

DOUBLE BARD MAKE M PLLED
DOUBLE BAR D JOCELINE
PRL PORTERHOUSE REGENT
MRLN VANESSA
IPU ROMANO 90X
WXR MS PASO 26P
ABR SIR ARNOLDS IMAGE
DORA LEE CLAUDIA

Here is a super balanced female with immense potential. Phenotypically
correct with smooth lines and natural muscling. Cecilia has been pointed
out by most visitors as a favourite and it is easy to see why. These Viper
daughters are the top females in our herd and he’s showing up in the
pedigrees of many of the top sellers across the country each year.
Cecilia’s dam was an easy pick, selling as a top heifer calf of the Dora
Lee Celine cow family that has had a excellent production record and
longevity. As you can see, breeding day was a bit uncertain on natural
service and with zero intention of ever selling her, followed up with an
AI. Beechinor Land & Livestock will pay for sire verification dna of calf.
Either cross should be exciting.
Exposed to WJS Ego 13G-1281978- Mar 22 to May 25. AI’d to Black Gold
Elevation 20E-1214125-April 12 . Ultrasound safe to breeding date, due
January 22, 2021.
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Anchor D Ranch Simmentals
Box 1638
Rimbey, AB T0C 2J0

8329578

Please mark your calendar and join us for the
Genetic Edge Bull Sale
February 12, 2021
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SCCURRED FULL FLECKVIEH

WALDRON POL GARDENIA

		
ANCHOR “T” RUSTY 59G
		
STARWEST
POL BLUEPRINT
		
PHS HOMOZYGOUS XCEPTIONAL
		
		
		
FGAF BARBOSSA 707X
		
WALDRON
BAMBI 50B
		
ANCHOR D KELSIE 149Y
		

BW
WW

72 lbs
825 lbs

PROSTOCK HUGO 7052T
FGAF BARBARELLA 839L
KN BAR 5 SA STRIDE 413P
ANCHOR D AGUSTA 142U

POLLED FULL FLECKVIEH

STBS OLIVIA

26H

STBS 26H CA-P1322176 2/1/2020

		
SIBELLE SPARTACUS 8A
		
SIBELLE
SUGAR RAY 25F
		
SIBELLE POL CROCUS 20D
		
		
CHAMPS ROMEO
		
MISS
EAGLE-RIDGE YOLANDA
		
EAGLE-RIDGE 63W
		

101 lbs
707 lbs

KLONDIKE GOLD RUSH 418B
ANCHOR “T” HELGA 10Y
CHAMPS BRAVO
WCC WELLS’ PLD TALULAH 7T

Gardenia comes to you from our ET program with incredibly high
expectations. She comes from our “Kelcie” cow family we have worked
hard to build our herd around. She came from a set of identical twins
out of our beloved “Bambi” donor cow that smacks it out of the park
every time, she has a pedigree full of greats such as “Barbossa”,
“Stride” and “Razzmatazz” that will give her a great balance of power
and maternal greatness with a set of EPD’s to impress any onlookers.
And she’s polled to boot. Her breeding to Anchor D IMAX is sure to be
a real bell ringer too with plenty of polled potential.
AI’d April 23 to Anchor D Imax 250Y -PT753794-, exposed to Waldrons
Danzinger 10D -1203662- May2 to June 19. Preg checks safe to AI date.
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BW
WW

80G

GAW 80G UNR1321710 20/1/2019

VIRGINIA WALKER 97W
BBBG FRANCHESCA 2S
ANCHOR D IMAX 250Y
SIBELLE POL MOLLY 7B
SHAWACRES REUBEN 20R
DFM SELENA 606S
VIRGINIAS TALLAHASSEE
EAGLE-RIDGE REFLECTION35R

Olivia will mark the highly anticipated debut of the $66 000 thousand
high selling bull from the 2019 Synergie Bull Sale to Beechinor Land
and Livestock and WJ Simmentals. While touring Quebec in the fall of
2018 Sibelle Sugar Ray caught our attention and we were lucky enough
to purchase an exclusive semen package from the Beechinors. Olivia
carries the Ray stamp with added length, depth of rib, strong foot and
the very popular polled head. Mothered by an impeccable uddered Eagle
ridge cow that raised our top heifer in 2019 who we unfortunately lost
this spring. If you’re looking to add some polled genetics that will raise
the herd bulls Olivia will do just that, you will hear much more about
the Ray progeny in the future, I would jump in early!

TERMS & CONDITIONS
TERMS: The terms of the sale are cash or cheque payable in Canadian Funds at par
immediately following the sale. The right of owenrship shall not pass until after settlement
is made. All settlements must be made before any livestock will be released.
CERTIFICATE OF REGISTRY: After settlement has been made the buyer will be provided with
the proper registration papers, duly transferred on the record of the Canadian Simmental
Association. Further transfer to the herd books of other countries shall be at the buyers
expense.
DELIVERY: Delivery will be made to purchasers in Central Regions of Western Canada, at the
convenience of Anchor D Ranch, and buyers risk. Any animals going to other areas, trucking
will be arranged by Anchor D Ranch at cost.

FLECKVIEH STATUS: Full Fleckvieh will be considered asFullblood cattle tracing back to
a minimum of 5 generations of German or Austrian heritage. It is recommended if further
research is required to check with the Canadian Simmental Association and no assumption
of Fleckvieh heritage will be guaranteed by neither consignor or the CSA.
BREEDERS GUARANTEE: Standard terms set forth by the Canadian Simmental Association,
with the exception where any animal is subject to any hormonal or surgical reproduction
techniques after the sale, the guarantee shall be null and void.
ACCIDENTS: Although every precaution will be taken to protect the safety and comfort of
buyers, neither the sales staff, auctioneer or Anchor D Ranch or consignors assumes any
responsibility in the matter and disclaims any liability, legal or otherwise in the event of
accident or loss or property.

